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but the one thing that it has that i really like is that if youre able to put all the stickers that it comes
with on the camera, then it has a picture of the one of the stickers. if you tilt it down, it will tell you
about that sticker. i wish that came with all the things that come with it, but you know how these

things work. but it has a sticker like guide. it shows you exactly how to put the sticker on the
camera, so its super easy, especially if youre able to get the stickers, although i dont know if youll be
able to. another feature is that you can change the picture settings, the filters, the colors, the video

levels, the audio levels. its definitely not for every baby, but if youre a little bit more tech savvy, than
this is a great webcam, and i dont know what to say. it has a very fullfeatured onboard computer.

and it has 2 usb ports. it has an on board computer, which is not exactly, not what youd want. i wish
it was a mini computer, like if it was a very small smartphone. but in the most basic sense, you can
use it for logging on and watching your kid at her naptime. if that works for you, then this is a great

baby monitoring system. it has external speakers. it has a microphone. i wish it came with a wireless
setup, but it doesnt. i wish it came with a wireless setup for that. you can take a picture, but once

theyre out of the house, unless you have another device that you can connect to, theyre not going to
be on your pc anymore. i wish it came with a wireless setup. that would be great. its pretty light. its
very light, but it took like as long as a laptop for it to come on, but once it boots up, it doesnt seem

to be using a lot of power at all.
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